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CELEBRATING

Last Half Term
Welcome to the latest edition of our ALNS magazine, Latitude! The past few 
months have been exciting times for us and I hope you enjoy reading all 
about the fantastic achievements of our wonderful students, ably supported 
by our excellent staff.

Once again, our football teams have excelled with the year 7, year 9 and 
year 11 teams all winning their respective Portsmouth Schools’ Cup. Our 
young people and our staff, as always, have been superb ambassadors for 
Portsmouth as they travelled abroad on school trips to Krakow and the 
Gambia during the Easter holidays and to Ypres in February. 

I am incredibly proud of the schools commitment to being socially responsible and am delighted that 
we have raised over £7500 to support good causes already this academic year; a huge thank you to the 
phenomenal Mrs Lucas, who leads a group of very committed ALNS 
students to keep us focussed on both appreciating all that we have 
ourselves and on finding ways to try to give support to those with 
fewer advantages in their lives.

Also included in this issue of Latitude are articles outlining some of the 
many opportunities for students to develop their creativity at ALNS, 
one of our real curriculum strengths. Our annual school performance 
is always a truly outstanding event, but this years’ Blood Brothers was 
one of the very best shows I have seen in my 17 years at ALNS! I was 
even spotted shedding a tear or two myself, it was so moving!

Congratulations to students and staff on an excellent Spring term 2015! 

Nys Hardingham
Headteacher

ALNS STUDENTS VISIT

The Gambia
We’ve just got back from another 
fantastic trip to the Gambia. 
We took 35 students and 5 
staff. It was over 40 degrees on 
occasions but that didn’t put the 
students off throwing themselves 
into the activities each day with 
enthusiasm.
 
We visited our two sponsored 
schools and it was amazing to 
see how much difference our 
non-uniform money has been 
making. At Daral Akram Orphan 
school the classrooms are now 
fully furnished and decorated. We 
spent a morning there running 
a mini playscheme again which 
their children loved.

At Kabafita Upper Basic 
school they have now 
completed the building of 
the Science Lab in memory 
of Nick Ponsford and now 
we need to paint, furnish 
and equip the lab as soon 
as possible so the staff and 
students can make use of it. 
Our students danced, played a football match and 
tie-dyed t-shirts with our partners at KUBS.

 
We also spent at day at Mansa Colley Bojang 
School in Jalangbang where our students had a 
volunteer experience day in the classrooms with 
children, painting roundabouts, designing and 
painting a mural, learning to cook Gambian food 
and doing building work!
 

So far this year we have raised 
£1,800 for our Gambian schools. 
Thank you all so much for all 
your help and contributions. 
I’d especially like to thank Mrs 
Bulloch for her mosquito net 
appeal and her friends, the staff 
and students who raised enough 
money for over 80 lifesaving 
nets which we distributed to 
villages off the beaten track who 
had not met tourists before!
 

Thank you Mucki and all our friends in The 
Gambia for making it all possible!

Ms Lucas
So far this year, our charitable collections have raised...

£7532.00
These funds have been sent out to the recipient charities including the 
Lord Mayors Appeal, Portsmouth off the Record, The Rowans Hospice, 
Naomi House, Portsmouth Foodbank, Portsmouth Stray Dogs, and 
education projects in Ethiopia and The Gambia.

YEAR 9 BOYS WIN THE

      Cup Final!
The year 9 boys made it 3 cup final wins in 3 years as they 
defeated Mayfield 4-0 in the Portsmouth Schools Final at 
Moneyfields Football Club on Tuesday (28th April).

 
Tommie Key opened the scoring with a header from 
a Kieran Moran-Goodridge corner half way through 
the first half. In the second half the ALNS boys piled 
on the pressure and scored 3 goals, one from Lewis 
Beale with a great solo effort and 2 goals from 
Freddie Hobbs.
 
Tom Andrews produced a man of the match 
performance, lifting the cup for the 3rd time.  Great 
win boys!

Mr Stubbs

DID YOU

      Know?
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DESIGN FACULTY:

 Art Workshops
On the first two periods of an otherwise 
normal Monday morning, a class of year nine 
students were selected to take part in a couple 
of workshops hosted by students studying 
various artistic subjects. After introductions, the 
group was split in two and each half was given 
a lesson to complete each activity. Firstly, we 
focused on a session hosted by a pair of women 
who were both studying animation. We were 
able to ask any questions about their subjects 
and they showed us their sketchbooks and art 
work. Our task then was to create a character 
using any materials available (magazines, ink, 
paint, pens, pencil, pastels) with any technique 
on the 
base of a 
deconstructed 
box. We were 
encouraged 
to be as crazy 
and creative as 
possible.

For the next 
lesson we moved onto photography. The two 
photography students gave us a brief overview 
of their courses and showed us some of their 

previous photographs 
and explained the 
concepts behind them. 
Next we were given 
a quick run-
through of how 
to use the professional 
cameras then taken 
outside to have a 
go with using them. 
Our goal was to take 
photos of anything abstract 
that caught our eye and to try 
and keep everything in focus, 
which turned out to be pretty 
difficult.

Overall the work shop was 
very beneficial to those who 
are considering continuing to 
studying art when they chose their options or 
even after they leave school. It gave the students 
an opportunity to see different aspects to art 
that normally wouldn’t be studied at school and 
allow them to appreciate the variety the subject 
has to offer.      

Serena Wild

YEAR 7 BOYS FOOTBALL

 Cup Final Winners!
On Thursday the 7th of May the ALNS Yr 7 
football team went to Priory School to take on 
Milton Cross in the Portsmouth Schools Cup Final.

The boys had a bit of a slow start for the first 15 
minutes and didn’t seem to come to life until a 
Milton Cross shot struck the post of the ALNS 
goal. Appearing to be woken up by this near 
miss, the ALNS boys responded well, pressing on 
the attack until an ALNS free-kick was awarded 
on the edge of the Milton box. For this, centre 
mid-fielder Toby Toman stepped up and rifled 
the ball into the top right corner of the net. 
Clearly shaken by going behind, Milton Cross 
then lost the ball minutes after the re-start due 
to pressure from Zak Henwood. Zak then picked 
up possession, beat two defenders on his way into 
the box and slotted it past the Milton keeper to 
make that two goals in quick succession. Going 
2-0 up so quickly then appeared to cause a bit of 
complacency in the ALNS team toward the final 
5 minutes of the first half and just before the 
interval Milton managed to  get one back making 
it 2-1 at half-time.

The second half started and both teams came out 
re-charged and looking to secure their first cup 
win in secondary school football. However, after 
5 minutes and some good possession play, ALNS 
picked up the ball on left flank which was then 
subsequently whipped in towards goal, deflecting 
off the bar. However, the chance was not wasted 
as winger Liam Roose reacted well arriving late 
at the far post to head the ball in to the Milton 
goal making it 3-1 with 20 minutes to go. In an 
attempt to counter this, Milton upped 
their game instantly, pressing on the 
attack and defending well as a unit. 
But when an overzealous challenge 
by a Milton player gave 
ALNS a free-kick just 
inside their own half, 
Team Captain and 
stand-out player 
of the season Ben 
Winslade stepped 
up and looped the 

ball over the keeper from 40 yards to make it 
4-2 to ALNS. Again Milton upped their game and 
for the last 5 minutes the game looked like there 
would be yet more goals to come at either end. 
In the last 2 minutes the pressure paid off for 
Milton with a very well worked goal making it 4-3. 
However, with some solid defending and some 
well gathered collections by Dudley Jennings in 
the last minutes there was nothing Milton could 
do to get another goal and the whistle went 
securing victory for ALNS in the Pompey Schools 
Cup.

In conclusion, it was an amazing afternoon for the 
Yr 7 lads who put absolutely everything into the 
game and never gave in against a strong Milton 
Cross side. The Man of the Match was awarded to 
Zak Henwood for an outstanding performance, 
winning absolutely everything on the floor and in 
the air as well as being the physical and technical 
presence in the centre of the park that allowed 
those around him to play excellent football (not 
to mention his well worked goal in the first half). 
Other exceptional performances included Ben 
Winslade, Toby Toman, Liam Roose and Jacob 
Oldfield. However, it was a team that played in 
the final and a fine team performance it was with 
great performances by Charlie Buckle, Dudley 
Jennings, Tom Webb, George Kellow, Louie Lister, 
Jack Cobb, Louie Bollard, Sasha Howe-Haysom 
and Ashley Ranscome.

In additional thanks, the whole team and Mr 
Brown would like to thank Ben Pearce (Yr 11 
student) for all the time, effort and dedication he 
has put into to the Yr 7 team this season in order 

to help turn them into the champions 
we already knew they were 

and for co-writing this 
match report. 

Well Done Boys

Ben Pearce & 
Mr Brown

OUR LATEST

 Non-Uniform Day
On Monday 11th May we held another non-uniform 
day at ALNS. 

Money raised from this day will go towards the 
science lab at Kabafita Upper Basic school in The 
Gambia.  The lab is now built (see photo, right) 
but it needs fixtures and fittings and also science 
equipment to make it fully functioning. 

This is a commitment we made to honour the 
memory of our former colleague Nick Ponsford.
Ms Lucas
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ANNUAL SCHOOL PLAY:

     Blood Brothers
On Monday 30th, Tuesday 31st March and 
Wednesday 1st April the annual School Play took 
place in the Drama Studio at ALNS. This year 
the students had 
decided that they 
wanted to perform 
something “gritty” 
and opted for the 
80’s classic Blood 
Brothers. The script 
was adapted from 
the schools and the 
musical version of 
the play to create 
something new. We decided to move the play 
from Liverpool and be non-specific in its setting 
instead focusing on the key themes of the play 
of poverty, class and the relationships within the 
story.

Blood Brothers tells the heart-breaking story of 
the Johnstone twins, Mickey and Eddie, brothers 
separated at birth who reunite and become best 
friends unaware of their true relationship and of 
the fate that awaits them. There are some truly 
challenging roles within the play that were quite 
simply superbly acted.

The story is narrated 
and we chose to use 
five narrators who 
remained onstage 
throughout the 
whole performance 
creating a sinister 
feeling that they were 
looking over events and 
somehow controlling what 
was going on. The narrators 

were played by Rachel Smith, Bethany Harkham-
Edwards, Charlotte Larder, Oakley Perkinson, 
Teegan Dury who managed to create the perfect 
atmosphere between them. Their straight faces 
and tone of voice held the whole performance 
together and set the tone of the piece.

Mrs Johnstone was played by Sophia Truesdell. She 
was quite simply stunning in her portrayal of the 
mother who cannot cope with her huge family 

alone and decides to give one of twins away. 
Her performance was heart-breaking ensuring 
that there was hardly a dry eye every single 
performance. Seren Rogers played Mrs Lyons 
who takes one of the twins and slowly gets 
more and more paranoid about what she 
has done. Seren managed to play this mature 
role in a way that was utterly believable. 
Her varied tone and pitch meant that she 
could play this demanding role with ease. The 
twins Mickey and Eddie were played by Dan 

Rhodes and Bailey William. Both boys were simply 
amazing. The characters grow up before our 
eyes starting as 7 year old and moving through 
until their mid-twenties when they die. Their 
performances demanded the audience’s attention 
throughout, they both developed their comic 
timing perfectly for the scenes when the boys are 
younger and when they grew older both of the 
performers demonstrated a maturity way beyond 
their years. A special mention must go to Dan 
Rhodes whose performance in the final scene 
when he shoots Mickey was one of the most 
outstanding performances ever seen in a school 
production. Ellie Gillham played Linda, Mickey’s 

wife and Simon Manchip 
played the older brother 
Sammy, both of these 
performances were also 
outstanding.

Overall Blood Brothers 
was one of my most 

enjoyable and challenging shows to direct 
here. The students, without exception, worked 
incredibly hard at playing roles that challenged 
them in every way. What they created was a 
performance that moved every audience every 
night. The feedback from the audience was 
consistently that this was “the best school play 
we’ve ever seen” and I am inclined to agree.

 Miss Firth

HISTORY TRIP TO:

     Krakow, Poland
At 4am on Monday the 6th April, 34 excited students and 4 sleepy staff members 
left Admiral Lord Nelson for Krakow in Poland to support their GCSE history 
studies.

Arriving in snow we immediately set out for some city culture and took in the 
Castle and the overview of this beautiful and historic city. Meeting our guide gave 
the students further insight into its incredible history and set 

them up for the following day’s visits.

An amazing experience at Auschwitz 
followed which was certainly one of 
the highlights of the tour. The students 
got to experience how tragic the 
holocaust was and how devastating 
life inside the camp would have been 
for its inmates.

The following day we reinforced this experience with a talk from a wonderful 
lady who had survived Auschwitz as a child. Her recollections were truly 
memorable and her ability to have put this tragic event aside and moved on to 
a successful future was truly awe inspiring. Other memorable visits of the trip 
was Schindler’s factory which created a timeline of events of the Nazi regime.

We also managed to have some fun with a visit to the world renowned Salt Mines where the students 
had a fascination for “licking the walls” and a folk evening where 

we managed to get most of the students dancing.

Our students were amazing and a real pleasure to be with. 
According to our guide they were a real credit to our school.

Thank you to Miss House, Mr Fenner and Mr Johnson for 
helping make the trip memorable.

Miss Easson
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S

     Award Progress
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze 
Award students have been 
learning some vital outdoor 
skills as they prepare for their 
expedition this summer.  

In the first navigation 
session, students learnt 
about map orientation, 
how to use the grid 
reference system 
to identify accurate 
locations, and were 
also introduced to the 
route card, which is an 
essential element of the 
expedition.

In the second session, 
students used a compass to 
determine direction of travel, 
and to take bearings which 
could then be added to the 
route card.

In a third session, students 
practised their camp cooking 
skills under the expert guidance 
of Catering Manager Mrs 
Bartlett and new chef Mr Trigger.

Learning firstly about the camp 
stoves that will be used on the 
expedition, the Swedish Army 
developed ‘Trangia’, 

students asked some really 
good questions before moving 
on to the practical part of the 
session.

Mrs Bartlett gave advice on the 
types of foods that are great 
for expeditions and tips on 
how to carry ingredients.  Then, 
with some guidance,students 
proceeded to produce a pasta 
meal using a single cooking pot.  
The variety of meals across the 
teams was good to see, and this 
session has certainly reinforced 
existing skills, as well as given 
the teams plenty of ideas about 
what they are going to cook 
when on the expeditions.

A big thank you to Mrs Bartlett 
and Mr Trigger for leading this 
session. 

Mr Payne

JAN GRIFFITHS

     Ceramics Workshop
Jan Griffiths is a professional Ceramist who 
is inspired by organic matter. She makes both 
small pieces as well as 
sculpture and creates 
work showing texture.

Jan very kindly agreed 
to come in to school 
to teach our year 10s 
the technique of slab 
building. This was their 
first experience with 
clay and the students 
enjoyed the opportunity to create their own 
pots that showed how their work, based on the 
environment, has influenced them.

Students created natural forms developing 
textures and effects using a variety of tools and 

objects and considering this 
was their first experience 
with clay, the outcomes 
were extremely impressive!

 These will now be fired 
ready for glazing and we 
look forward to seeing 
what else students can 
produce over the course 
of the year. We would like 

to thank Jan for her time and passion and look 
forward to her return.

Miss James

YEAR 11 BOYS FOOTBALL

     Cup Final Success
The year 11 boys made sure it was a final night to remember when they pulled on the ALNS shirt for 
the last time with a dramatic comeback victory against Milton Cross, winning 4-3.

The boys were not at the races during the first half and 
went in 2-0 down. After an inspirational team talk from 
manager, Mr Brown, & Director of Football, Mr Stubbs, 
they came out and made a strong start to the second 
half scoring within 5 minutes from the boot of Tommy 
Scutt.

However, Milton Cross scored again to make it 3-1.

The boys rallied together and with 20mins to go Brad 
Hayward scored to make it 3-2 and with 5 minutes 
to go Ben Oldfield scored from a yard out from a 
corner to make it 3-3. The game was heading to extra-time! Then some excellent foot work from Brad 
Hayward produced the opening to enable him to put in a pin-point left footed cross and Tommy Scutt 
did the rest putting a header back across the goal to seal the victory.

A special mention need to go to Harry Bedford for this man of the match performance.

A great final to remember boys well done!
Mr Stubbs

MEETING THE 

     Duchess of Cambridge
10 students from Year 9 had the lucky opportunity to 
meet Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Cambridge 
on the 12th February. Last October, the 1851 Trust 
ran an art project to paint a mural on the BAR 
construction site hoardings which our students took 
part in.

The school and the artists were all invited back to 
meet the Duchess and to show her their work. The 
Duchess added her own touch to the mural with a 
painting of the team’s AC45 – the dramatic, high-speed 
foiling boats that will contest the America’s Cup World 
Series in Portsmouth in July 2015 and 2016.

Miss James
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EX-STUDENTS

   Work Published
Congratulation to Zoe Bungay, ex year 11 
Textiles student, whose work was selected to be 
printed in the Heart 
Educational Supplies 
‘Studio space’ 
Catalogue which 
showcases the best 
Textiles work from 
school and college 
students from 
around the country. 
The Creative 
Production Assistant 
commented that ‘I 
am delighted to let you now that the work of Zoe 
Bungay has been selected as one of the

featured pieces in the 2015 Heart Catalogue, 
and I have enclosed your £100 prize voucher 

for the department. We were 
really impressed by the high 
standard of all the work you 
sent through and look forward 
to seeing lots more, please pass 
on our congratulations to Zoe 
and let them know that their 
work has been printed in the 
2015 catalogue for teachers 
and students across the UK 
and Ireland to see.’

Well done Zoe and we wish you well in your 
creative studies at college.

Miss Perkins

ALNS STUDENTS

     Go Lambing
A group of students visited 
Lower Farm near Petersfield 
to see the farm during lambing 
time. 

We had a wonderful time and 
learnt a great deal about how 
the farm copes with so many 
new lambs.

The farm has about 1000 sheep 
including several rare breeds.  
The farm expects to have about 
600 new lambs at the end of the 
Spring.

The ewes have their first lambs 
when they are two years old 
and have one birth each year. 
This is one reason why lamb 
meat is expensive because it not 
intensively farmed. 

The farmer, George Atkinson 
explained how the ewes are 
brought into the in barns to 
give birth to their lambs so that 
the shepherd and farm staff can 
be on hand if the ewes are in 
difficulty.

The ewes usually give birth to 
one, two or three lambs. The 

ewes are scanned 
using ultra-sound 
during their pregnancy 
to see how many 
lambs they are 
expecting and then 
the ewes are marked with a 
spray to show how many lambs 
they are carrying. Ideally the 
farmer wants each ewe to have 
two lambs to look after so any 
ewes with only one lamb usually 
adopt another lamb. 

The farmer explained that 
he needs to make sure that 
the ewes are fed the correct 
amount of food so that the 
lambs are born healthy. The 
ewes who are having two or 
more lambs get more food than 
the ones that are having one 
lamb.

We were impressed by the 
care and compassion taken by 
the farmer, his sons and staff in 
looking after the sheep. Every 
lamb born has it’s date and 
time of birth 
is recorded. 
Care is taken 
to ensure that 
each lamb receives 
the colostrum milk from it’s 
mother within the first 6 hours 
after birth. The lamb is also 
given antibiotics and it’s belly 
button is sprayed with iodine 
to protect from infection. 
The lambs are marked on 
their back with the same 
number as their mum so 
that the farmer can make 
sure that the stay together. 
When the farmer is happy that 

the lambs are strong enough 
they are put out into the fields 
with their mum. The lambs live a 
free range life until they are old 
enough to be slaughtered for 
meat at about six months old.

We were also lucky enough to 
see a lamb being born, he was 
trying to stand after only a few 
minutes of being born. All in all 
we had a great visit.  We saw 
orphan lambs being fed and got 
to hold the lambs. 

Some of the cost for this trip 
was funded from the Garden 
Club plant sales, a big thank you 
to all who purchase plants and 
produce the sales of which help 
support the curriculum.

Mrs Bartlett

VISITING ARTIST

   Paul Gondella
Paul Gondella, a professional 
photographer visited our school 
to show us how to take a 
professional photo. He started by 
showing us the different lighting 
we could use, which were natural 

and artificial, and also how 
changing the angle the 
light hit the object affected 

the picture. We achieved this 
by using bendable lamps to get 

the desired angle and placed our 
work in front of the natural light 
sources. 

He next taught us to use a blank background 
by using white or black paper to put the focus 
onto the object being photographed. Lastly, Paul 
showed how we could use our phones to get 
interesting angles and different perspectives. This 
was achieved by turning our phones upside down, 

diagonally and putting the lens under the object 
to give the feeling of looking up at the object. 
With this new knowledge, we experimented with 
the tiles and pots we had made and the results 
were interesting and professional looking.

Sophia Truesdell 
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TRIP TO

  Southampton University
Year 10 Resistant Materials 
students recently visited the 
Institute of Cryogenics in 

Southampton 
University. 

Students had the opportunity 
to observe realistic design 
processes in action as well 
as getting the chance to talk 
with University students about 
further education in Engineering.

We would like to thank 
Southampton University for this 
unique opportunity.

Mr Jenkins

26 MARCH 2015

     London Gallery Trip
Year 9 students visited the Tate 
Modern and the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London.  A great time 
was had by all getting the chance to 
see artwork and artefacts in real life.

“I really liked how we were allowed 
to go off with our friends.  It gave us 
independence and we got to look at 
what we wanted.  I would go again.”

“I enjoying looking at the painting 
and looking for the ones on the 
worksheet”

Miss Perkins

MEMORIES OF 

 Ypres, Belgium
On the cold and dark morning of Thursday 12th 
February 2015, two coaches of students from ALNS 
headed to Belgium. Following a long journey by 
coach and by ferry we finally reached Ypres. 

Our trip took us to Essex farm where amongst 
the hundreds of graves we saw the grave of a 15 
year old soldier who was one of the youngest to 
die in WW1. The cemetery was originally a first 
aid station and it was here that John McCrae, an 
army surgeon, wrote his famous poem ‘In Flanders 
Field’. The cemetery was designed by Sir Reginald 
Blomfield, who also designed the Menin Gate in 
Ypres. At the rear of 
Essex Farm cemetery, 
there are the remains 
of a WW1 British 
concrete bunker which 
is a constant reminder 
of the fact that so 
many people died here. 
The cemetery was 
amazingly peaceful and 
immaculately clean.

We also had the opportunity to visit Langemark 
which is one of only a few German cemeteries 
in Ypres. The gravestones were very different 
compared to the British graves because they were 
small, black squares which had up to 20 people’s 
names on them. The cemetery was very solemn and 
gloomy because of this.

We continued our journey by visiting the 
Passchendaele museum, the museum tells the story 
of the war in the Ypres Salient and in particular 
one of the bloodiest battles of WW1, the Battle 
of Passchendaele in 1917. After looking inside the 
museum at all the artefacts we went outside to 
explore the British and German trenches. Although 
we enjoyed exploring the very realistic trenches it 
was a stark reminder of the horrendous, cramped 

and muddy living conditions that the soldiers would 
have to live in. 

Visiting Tyne Cot cemetery was a truly memorable 
experience. It is the largest military cemetery in 
the world with 11,954 soldiers buried there. The 
white headstones are laid out in perfect lines and 
stretch as far as you can see, it is an incredible place 
which was peaceful and sad at the same time. We 
also noticed that on every gravestone belonging to 
a Jewish person stones had been placed on top of 
them as a sign of respect.

The highlight of our trip was witnessing the 
evening ceremony at the Menin Gate. The Menin 
Gate Memorial to the Missing is a war memorial 
in Ypres which is dedicated to the British and 

Commonwealth soldiers who were 
killed in the Ypres Salient of WW1 and 
whose graves are unknown. Each night 
at 8pm the traffic is stopped at the 
gate and the Last Post is played in the 
roadway under the Memorial’s arches.  
During the ceremony there is the 
opportunity for visiting groups to lay 
a wreath at the memorial. I was lucky 
enough to have been asked to lay a 
wreath with three other students to 

show our respect. It was an amazing, emotional and 
truly special experience.

Before our trip we had been warned that some of 
the places we would be visiting could be muddy 
and at Hill 62 this was definitely true! Hill 62 is also 
known as Sanctuary Wood and is one of the few 
places left to have original trenches from WW1. 
The trenches were full of little tunnels which were 
pitch black, very wet and very muddy. Exploring the 
trenches made us realise how hard everyday life 
would have been for the soldiers and how difficult it 
would have been for them to stay clean. We also had 
the chance to talk to a “WW1” soldier and look at 
the equipment he would have had with him in the 
trenches. 

The final museum we visited was the In Flanders 
Field Museum. We were each given a poppy bracelet 
that allowed you to listen to four stories of ordinary 
people who lived and fought in WW1. Hundreds of 
original artefacts including personal items showed 
us that these were normal people that fought 
so that we could have our freedom.  Following a 
compulsory trip to the local chocolate shop we 
started the long journey home. This was definitely a 
trip that I would do over and over again.

Bethany Harckham-Edwards, 8E
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LOOKING FORWARD TO

This Half Term
Summer Term 2015 promises to be another action-packed term! As our year 11 students finish their 
GCSE exams, we look forward to celebrating with them at our annual year 11 Leavers BBQ and then 
seeing so many of them all dressed up in their finery at the ALNS Prom on 24th June. 

Almost straight away, we then begin to welcome our new students 
to ALNS as our prospective year 7 students spend their 2 
induction days with us in July and we get the pleasure of meeting 
their parents at the Year 6 Induction Evening on 9th July.

Years 8, 9 and 10 undertake their end of year exams, sat formally 
in the Hall and those grades are reported to parents at the end of 
the term on INSIGHT. Year 10 will then spend 2 weeks learning all 
about the skills needed to be successful at work, as they embark 
on their 2 week Work Experience, starting on 29th June.

We have many Science enrichment events coming up, including a 
visit to the school of the Mars Rover on 14th July which I am very 
excited about! Year 7 students will be learning all about Gambia as 
they undertake a 3 week cross-curricular project culminating in the 
Gambia Celebration 
Evening to share 
their excellent work 
with their Parents on 

23rd June. We have a number of Personal Development 
Days planned, which give our students opportunities to 
experience learning in school in a different format and with 
a different focus than on a normal day of lessons; many of 
our students will go on educational trips too, including our 
annual year 7 trip to Bolougne, France on 10th July. Year 8 
Camp, a never to be forgotten experience, takes place at the 
end of June too! Another highlight of the year for all staff 
and students is our Summer Sports Day on 20th July when 
everyone at school enjoys participating in a festival of sport 
together.

Finally I would encourage you to join us at our Friends of 
ALNS Community Fayre on Saturday 13th June and support 
the excellent fundraising that these wonderful volunteers do 
to support our young people at ALNS.  I hope to see many 
of you at our Festival of Art and Music on 17th June and our 
Summer Performing Arts Evening on 16th July, showcases 
of the outstanding talent that our Performance and Design 
teachers nurture so effectively, as they inspire our students 
to continue to excel creatively!

Dare to Dream, Aim to Achieve!

Nys Hardingham
Headteacher

UPDATE ON THE 

  Artsmark 2015
We are an amazing school! 
For the past 14 years we have held the highly 
acclaimed Artsmark award from the Arts Council 
at Gold level. We are one of only a few schools in 
the whole country who have been awarded the 
Gold level 4 times in a row. 

As a result we have been selected to be a pilot 
school for the new award and we are currently 
putting together an application that celebrates 
all the great work that we do within the Arts at 
ALNS. During this application process you will 
hear all about the things that are important to us 
as a school about your experiences of the Arts 
and our commitment to our students to ensure 
we meet all of the key principles behind Artsmark. 

These are:
 1. Striving for excellence – ensuring we all 
  create the best work we can
 2.  Emphasising authenticity-that students 
  experience quality Music, Drama, Art and 
  Dance that is of a professional standard as 
  often as possible
 3. Being exciting, inspiring and engaging - 
  ALWAYS
 4. Ensuring a positive, child-centred 
  experience - that we are focused on our 
  students and getting the BEST experiences 
  possible

 5.  Actively involving children and young 
  people – we involve our students at 
  every stage of planning, creating, performing
   and responding
 6. Providing a sense of personal progression – 
  we give students the opportunities to 
  develop and celebrate these developments
 7. Developing a sense of ownership and 
  belonging – we continue to create 
  opportunities for ALL students to succeed, 
  to take the lead and to develop their 
  passion with likeminded people.

We are currently writing our application and 
have made a commitment to ensure that these 
7 principles drive our Arts provision forwards 
within the school.

Our student’s commitment and involvement with 
all of our events and experiences that take place 
is driven by outstanding team of staff who deliver 
the Art subjects at ALNS and they are the reason 
we have had this prestigious award so many times.

As we move through the application process I 
will keep you informed and WATCH THIS SPACE 
for the big news when we know what we are 
awarded next time!

Miss Firth

YOUNG

   Chefs
Two year 10 GCSE Food 
Technology students, Jessica 
Whymark and Libby Jenkins 
have successfully completed a 
10 week Young Chef course at 
Highbury College. On Saturday 
13th December, Jessica and 
Libby (along with 4 students 
from other schools and 3 
Highbury college student chefs) 
were required to prepare 

and cook a 3 course dinner 
for a full restaurant of people. 
Guests included the director of 
Compass, one of the Highbury 
college governors, a chef from 

Langston Court Hotel, 
the Head of Catering at 
Highbury college, staff from 
the students schools as well 
as friends and family.

They all did incredibly well 
and everyone who attended 
was very impressed by the 
quality of food produced 

and served. Following the meal 
students were presented with a 
medal and certificate.    

Miss Martin 

The Gambia Project

Sports Day
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23 JUNE:

  Girls into STEM Day
Portsmouth University have invited 10 students from 
ALNS to attend their ‘Girls into STEM’ day on Tuesday 
23rd June 2015.

This event is for girls in Year 9 and is designed to give 
them a taste of STEM subjects at University and beyond.  
Over the course of the day, pupils will meet inspirational 
role models and take part in two interactive sessions 
run by academics from the University.  They will 
also have the opportunity to attend an inspirational 
workshop about STEM careers and ask current 
students about their course and experiences.  

29 JUNE - 10 JULY:

     Year 10 Work Experience
Year 10 students will be going out on Work Experience from Monday 29th June to Friday 10th July.  This 
is a very rewarding opportunity for our students that will help them to have a real focus in Year 11 
working towards achieving their goals.  Our students have placements in a wide variety of work sectors 
and would like to thank employers for giving them this valuable opportunity.  We look forward to 
hearing about their experience upon their return to school. 

29 JUNE - 3 JULY:

   Year 8 Camp
Every year at this time, we like to take 
every student in Year 8 away for 3 
days camping at Brockenhurst in the 
New Forest.  The aim of the camp is 
to help the students develop team 
work, social and initiative skills through 
a programme of fun and challenging 
activities.  The opportunity of living 
and working in a new environment 
can encourage greater awareness and 
understanding of situations.  It also 
helps in the development of positive 
attitudes along with providing new 
opportunities for success.
 
The activities will include a range of 
team sports, problem solving activities, 
trust games, orienteering, trekking and 
a talent night.  A detailed itinerary will 
be issued nearer to the departure date.
 

 

IN

  Focus...

Venue:  The Tile Barn Campsite, Brockenhurst, New Forest

Tutor groups V A H N:  
Depart ALNS: Sunday 28th June 2015 at 12.00pm
Return to ALNS:  Wednesday 1st July 2015 at 12.30pm approx.
 
Tutor groups E L S O:   
Depart ALNS: Wednesday 1st July 2015 at 12.30pm approx.
Return to ALNS: Saturday 4th July 2015 at 1.00pm approx.
 
Cost:  £75 towards campsite fees, camping equipment, coach 
transport, all meals and all activities.  Additional spending 
money may be required for the Tuck Shop.
 
The Tile Barn Campsite is 10 minutes walk from 
Brockenhurst in the middle of the New Forest.  The campsite 
itself is owned by Hampshire County Council and is designed 
for school parties.  There are adequate washing and toilet 
facilities on site.  The campsite has a warden on duty 24 hours 
a day.

In Universities across the UK, the ratio of 
male students studying STEM subjects far 
exceeds the number of female students.  
The University of Portsmouth are keen to 
provide girls with a specific opportunity to 
find out more about STEM subjects so that 
they are able to make an informed decision 
in the future. 

If you are a girl in Year 9 and are interested 
in attending this event please see Mrs 
Ramsey in Science.

Monday 1st June The Gambia Project Starts  
 (3 weeks)
 School Council Week Starts 
 (1 week)
Thursday 4th June Year 7 Parents Evening 
 (4pm – 6pm)
Friday 5th June Year 7 French Day
Thursday 11th June Year 8 Exams Start 
 (until Friday 19th June)
Saturday 13th June Friends of ALNS Community Fair 
 (9.30am – 2pm)
Wednesday 17th June PD Day 9
 Governors Meeting – 
 Pay & Conditions (6pm – 7.30pm) 
Thursday 18th June Festival of Art and Music 
 (6.30pm – 8pm)
Monday 22nd June Year 10 Exams
Tuesday 23rd June Year 11 BBQ
 Gambia Celebration Evening 
 (6.30pm – 8pm)
 Girls Into STEM Event *IN FOCUS*
Wednesday 24th June Governors Meeting – 
 Curriculum & Standards 
 (5.30pm – 6.30pm)
 Year 11 Prom
Monday 29th June Year 10 Work Experience Starts 
 (2 weeks) *IN FOCUS*
 Year 8 Camp Starts *IN FOCUS*
 Year 9 Exams Start (1 week)

DATES FOR YOUR 

              
Diary

Tuesday 30th June Portsmouth Schools Music 
 Festival *IN FOCUS*
Monday 6th July Year 6 Induction Day  
 *IN FOCUS*
Tuesday 7th July Year 6 Induction Day 
 *IN FOCUS*
Wednesday 8th July Governors Meeting – 
 Finance & Estates + HR 
 (5.30pm – 7.30pm)
Thursday 9th July Year 6 Parents Evening 
 *IN FOCUS*
 BAE Engineering Challenge 
 *IN FOCUS*
Friday 10th July PD Day 10 *IN FOCUS*
 Friends of ALNS Quiz Night
Tuesday 14th July Mars Rover Visits ALNS  
 *IN FOCUS*
Wednesday 15th July Non Uniform Day
 STEM Celebration Day 
 *IN FOCUS*
 Governors Meeting 
 (6pm – 7pm)
Thursday 16th July Performing Arts Evening 
 (7pm – 8pm)
Monday 20th July Summer Sports Day 
 (PD Day 11)
Tuesday 21st July PD Day 12
Wednesday 22nd July Celebration Assemblies
Thursday 23rd July Summer Holidays Start
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30 JUNE:

   Portsmouth Music Festival
The Music Department will be participating in the 
Portsmouth Schools’ Music Festival 2015.  There 
are various ways to get involved.

Secondary Choir
The Secondary School choir will perform on 
Tuesday 30th June 2015.

The concert starts at 6.30pm and the choir will 
perform in the second half. The Secondary School 
choir rehearsal will be at 6.30pm on Monday 29th 
June, venue to be confirmed.  There will also be 
a technical rehearsal at the Guildhall on Tuesday 
30th June from 1.00 – 2.00pm.  Students will 
return to school by 3.00pm. 

Any students from Years 7 - 9 are welcome to 
come and sing.   Rehearsals in school will be 
posted on the music notice board throughout the 
summer term.  Year 8 students should check to 
see that they are not involved in the 1st half of 
Year 8 camp week if they wish to participate. 
Tickets and merchandise can be ordered in 

advance through the Music Department, or via the 
PSMF website.  Tickets will also be available on the 
door at the Guildhall on Tuesday 30th June.    
 
PSMF Song Writing Project
We are fortunate to have been selected again for 
the Festival song writing project.  BTEC Music 
students will have the opportunity to work on 
two original songs in workshops with university 
students from the Brighton Institute of Modern 
Music.  They will perform in a showcase spot on 
one of the Festival nights (date tbc).
 
Sing at the Festival!
Auditions will be held for a solo singing spot on 
one of the Festival nights.  Details to follow. 
 
Backstage Roles and Volunteering
If your son/daughter is interested in technical 
roles such as sound or lighting or front of house 
there are many opportunities to get involved.  
Please come and talk to Miss Hudson.  

Miss Hudson

6 JULY & 7 JULY:

  Year 6 Induction Days
On July 6th and 7th 2015 we will be welcoming our new Year 7 students for their induction days. 
These days are designed to give the Year 6 students a taster of the exciting challenges ahead for them. 
During the 2 days they will have the 
opportunity to undertake a tour of 
the school and become familiar with 
our break and lunchtime routines.  
They will meet their tutor group and 
take part in a year assembly.  You will 
experience moving around the school 
and attending a variety of lessons with 
your new teachers.  This is a valuable 
experience for all students.

Mr Fenner

9 JULY:

  Year 6 Parents Evening
On the evening of July 9th 2015 we have our Year 6 Parents’ evening – this is an opportunity for parents 
to meet key members of staff who will help guide their child through their 5 year journey here at ALNS. 
Parents will also meet their child’s Head of Year and new tutor. During the evening the ethos of the 
school is shared as well some logistical information such as timetables. Uniform suppliers are also on 
hand and we do a mini fashion show.

Mr Fenner

9 JULY:

   BAE Engineering Challenge
ALNS are entering teams for the BAE Engineering 
challenge – do you have what it takes to build an 
unsinkable boat?

ALNS have entered 
this competition 
for the last 3 years 
and previously have 
won the award for 
‘Best Design’.
We are currently 
working with 2 
apprentices from 
BAE who are 
running sessions 
after school on Wednesdays in Tech 1 to prepare 
students with all the information they need to 
build a successful ship.

Boat building will commence after half term and 
the final competition will be held on Thursday 
9th July 2015 at Portsmouth Historic Dockyard, 

where our team’s boats will be put to the test 
with challenges such as:

 • How much cargo can your boat 
  transport?
• Can your boat sail in a straight line?
• How quick is your boat?
• Can you boat survive with a hole in it?

Wish our teams luck and keep your eye 
out for the result in the next issue of 
Latitude!

10 JULY:

   PD Day 10
Featuring Year 8 
Shakespeare Day...  This year, 
students are going to the Globe 
for drama workshops and an 

exciting exhibition.  Student 
Reminder: once your letters 
come back you will need to get 
your money in asap.  

There will be some very exciting 
drama/animation/creative 
activities for those students 
who are staying in school.
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IN THE

  Performance Faculty
The Performance faculty is 
always on the go. If you haven’t 
had the chance to see any of 
students AMAZING work so 
far this year it isn’t too late 
as the end of the year sees 
a whole range of events and 
performances taking place. 

The Dance department is 
preparing to take part in a 
“flash mob” with Portsmouth 

college in June and performing 
at the Guildhall in July within 
the Portsmouth Music Festival. 
The Music department will 
be holding their annual 
Summer Garden Concert and 
performing at the Portsmouth 
Music Festival. The Drama 
department are working with 
Filskit theatre company to 
create a performance that form 
part of the celebrations when 

the New Theatre Royal reopens 
later this year. The whole faculty 
will be staging Performing Arts 
Evening at the very end of term 
and tickets will go on sale the 
week before. There will also be 
performances from the whole 
faculty for Gambia evening, 
Performing Arts Day for Year 7 
and celebration assemblies. So 
as you can see there is still lots 
happening!

15 JULY:

   STEM Celebration Day
Portsmouth University are inviting local schools 
to each bring 10 students to participate in 
an interactive STEM celebration day at the 
University of Portsmouth. The event will be held 
at Portsmouth University in conjunction with the 
Winchester Science Centre on Wednesday 15th 
July 2015.

This free event, aims to celebrate students’ 
achievements, inspire them to continue STEM 
subjects at GCSE and ‘A’ level, and have a great 
time in the process! School students will meet 
university students, researchers and local STEM 
Ambassadors and find out about some exciting 
STEM projects. 

The students will be asked to present a recent 
STEM project or favourite STEM concept, 
demonstration or experiment at the event. 
Students can present their work in groups of 5 or 
10. Time will be given at the beginning of the day 
to set up their stands. Work at all levels is most 

welcome, including favourite class and STEM club 
activities and CREST Award projects. 

The day will include:
 • STEM Activities led by academics at the 
  University of Portsmouth involving Raspberry 
  Pi, a mobile Planetarium and more!
 • Experiments with Scanning Electron 
  Microscopy, led by the Mary Rose Centre
 • BAE Systems Roadshow
 • An special introduction to a Mars Rover
 • Students will present and compare each 
  other’s work at a poster show, they will also 
  be able to visit stands from local STEM 
  employers to learn about how local industries 
  apply STEM ideas.

University students will act as guides on the day, 
giving school students the opportunity to find out 
about university life.

If you are Year 7-9 and are interested in attending 
this day, please see Mrs Ramsey in Science. 20

14 JULY:

 Mars Rover to Visit ALNS!
We are delighted that ALNS has been chosen to host a visit of a Mars Rover, which will be a key focus 
of the planned mission to the red planet in 2018.

This amazing craft is being designed, developed and built by Airbus Defence and Space 
who have a large site in Portsmouth. 
 
STEM Ambassadors from Airbus will be available to run demonstrations of how this 

marvellous machine moves and to talk about the project.

Further details about this spacecraft can be found at http://highflyer.
airbus-group.com/01_2014_mars_rover.html#article_07_01.

The Mars Rover will be visiting on Tuesday 14th July 
with ALNS students being given time to view it in 

the morning and other local schools coming in to 
experience this amazing craft in the afternoon.

THE SOCIETY OF BIOLOGY

         Nancy Rothwell Award 
The Nancy Rothwell Award celebrates specimen drawing in schools and highlights the benefits of 
combining art and science.  It is now open for applications!

There are so many specimens you could try drawing, from fossils in museums, shells from the beach, 
organs in your body, plants, animals and even organisms seen under the microscope.

Categories and prizes
Entries are invited in the following age categories 7-11, 12-14, 15-18 and there are prizes for:

Highly commended
The top 10 entries in each category will be awarded a set of drawing pencils and a certificate.

Outstanding
The top three of these will also receive £25. Plus an experience day (21st December) at the Royal 
Veterinary College, meeting the artist in residence and going on a tour of the anatomy museum and 
dissection rooms.

Winner
The school of one winner in each category 
will also receive the top prize of £250.

If you would like to try specimen drawing 
and create an entry for this competition see 
Mrs Ramsey or Miss James.

After school sessions will start in June – look 
out for posters around the school!

Also coming up...
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QUIZ

  Success
We held another successful Quiz raising £500. 
The Quizzes are fun, bring own refreshments 
and for £5 a supper is included. We hope to 
run further Quizzes in the new academic year.JUNE 13th IS THE

 Community Fair
Free pitches available for Charities and Voluntary Groups. £5 pitches available for anyone raising money 
for themselves. For booking please contact janandrews0306@hotmail.co.uk.
We will also have a Car Boot area so something for everyone.  Open to public from 10 till 3.

We hope students, staff will come along and support not only the school but the wider community.

DESPERATELY

      Wanted
New members who can 
join the Committee from 
September.  If a Committee is 
not for you, but you can offer 
help at parents evenings and 
student performances with 

refreshments then please put 
your name forward, and we will 
contact you with dates as they 
become available.  Without new 
members the Committee may 
need to fold in the near future 

and we hope for the benefit of 
all involved this does not happen.
 
Ideas for fundraising 
welcome again please contact 
janandrews0306@hotmail.co.uk

FRIENDS OF

     ALNS
OUR

 Community
Admiral Lord Nelson School is proud to be able to share its facilities and expertise to create a fully 
accessible and diverse range of activities and opportunities for the whole of the community ranging 
from classes, conferences and seminars to sports, leisure pursuits and child care.
 
So, if you’re looking for a venue for your church group, dance competition or Saturday dads club, please 
do not hesitate to contact us.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

 Community Page on alns.co.uk?
We’ve recently updated our community page on the school 
website.  You can now see our current hirers, availability, facilities 
list and contact information all from our community homepage.  
 

You will find our page by clicking 
on the ‘COMMUNITY’ link.

Make sure you come and visit us at 
alns.co.uk!
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 University Art Workshops
Exquisite Corpse 
The first thing we did was Exquisite Corpse. This is a Surrealist 
parlour game in which a piece of paper is folded into thirds, 
and the first person draws the head on the first third and 
passes it on, then the second player draws the middle on the 
second third and passes it on and then the third player draws 
the bottom. We only had 5 minutes for each third and then we 
had to pass the piece of paper. This produced very interesting 
results.

Foam Printing
The second thing we did was foam printing. This was when we 
were given a piece of foam and an object. We then had to draw 
the outline of the object onto the foam and impress it into the 
foam. After that we had to choose a printing ink and roll the 
printing ink on a plastic slab with a roller so that the roller was 
evenly coated. Then we applied the printing ink to the foam so 
that it was evenly coated with ink, and pressed it onto a piece 
of paper.

Box Nets
The third thing we did was making box nets. To do this we were 
given a flattened box net from used packaging and an emotion, 
e.g. happy, sad, fear, shock and anger. Then we had to turn the 
box into something to do with the environment, for example 
the weather or animals, but using the chosen emotion to inspire 
us using any medium we liked, for example ink, paint, collage, 
pencil or chalk.

We then looked at the sketchbooks of the students. It was very interesting and inspiring seeing all the 
different briefs they had been given.

Megan Hanson


